Birzer, S., Finkelstein, M., Mendoza, I. (Hrsg.) 2009. Proceedings of the Second International Perspectives on Slavistics
Conference (Regensburg 2006), 250–259. (Die Welt der Slaven. Sammelbände/Сборники. 36)

MEŠA SELIMOVIĆ’S ‘ORIENTAL NOVELS’
A voice from off-stage
Meša Selimović’s novels are mainly located in Bosnia. His most famous novels
Tvrđava and Derviš i smrt (The Fortress and The Dervish and Death) are not only set in
Sarajevo, Bosnia’s capital, they take place in Ottoman Bosnia (in the 17th and 18th centuries). The main characters are named Ahmed and Ahmet, (the name being an inversion of Selimović’s first name Mehmed): one of them a Sufi-dervish in a famous Sarajevo tekija (a Muslim monastry), the other a Bosnian veteran soldier who fought in
Ottoman services and has returned from the Ottoman-Russian war.
These Ottoman and oriental Bosnian locations in Selimović’s novels have been discussed by his critics as timeless settings, apt to represent human life and relations in
general. In this widespread view, he chose Bosnia’s past as location symbolic of all
possible places and times. Others have described these specific Bosnian settings as ways
of discussing the cultural syncretism of Bosnia. The Ottoman times in literature from
this viewpoint are means of remembering, even worshipping and also on the other hand
criticising the ways the ‘Turks’ ruled Bosnia. Another and popular way of reading
Selimović’s novels is to read them as a (more or less hidden) critique of socialist Yugoslavia. The Ottoman authorities then are a literary disguise for the socialist regime. And
of course one dominant line of interpretations has been that of the autobiographical
account, stating that Selimović wrote novels about his own life experiences, but set
them in former times.
The following article will focus on the question: what is the ‘Bosnian Orient’ we find
in Selimović’s novels all about? In doing so, I will try to integrate the existing readings
I mentioned with a new one, one that emphasises the significance of these settings
concerning Bosnia as a special part of and Bosnians as special citizens of Yugoslavia.
Mehmed Selimović (1910–1982), often referred to by the Bosnian Slavic nickname
of Meša instead of Mehmed – a popular socialist practice (and Slavic custom) that
blurred the evident Arabic and Persian (and thus Muslim) origin of many names in
Bosnia – wrote his most prominent novels in the 1960s and 1970s. The novels I am
concerned with here were published in 1966 (Derviš i smrt) and in 1970 (Tvrđava, the
title clearly alluding to Franz Kafka’s Die Festung and only one of countless intertextual markers in Selimović’s literary texts). Selimović, who was an active member of the
NOP (Narodno Oslobodilački Pokret), a national liberation movement, later on also
became a member of the Communist Party, which led to his incarceration for a period
of time. Due to his partisan and socialist memberships, he subsequently became one of
Yugoslavia’s leading cultural personalities after World War II (he was a university
professor, editor of the leading printing house Svjetlost, director of Bosna film, president
of the writers association and member of both the Bosnian and the Serbian academy of
sciences). His attitude towards communism and Titoist Yugoslavia was ambivalent
though – or at least changed in the course of socialist rule.
One often cited fact in Selimović’s life (and a possible reason for a change of mind)
is that his brother was imprisoned by the socialist regime and died during the course of
his captivity. According to some references he was even executed. This event is said to
have seriously shaken Meša Selimović’s belief in communist efforts; it certainly has
influenced the plots of his novels. Accordingly, in Tišine, Tvrđava and Derviš i smrt
brothers disappear and are imprisoned despite being innocent or at least without haven
been proven guilty. That biographical incident is – beyond plain biographisms – inter-
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esting as a link between the plots of the novels, that is, the intratextual world Selimović
creates, and his contemporary time as the world outside literature, to which the historical writer-person Selimović belonged. The literary Bosnia he writes about evidently
comments on Bosnia’s political and cultural realities in the second half of the last century. “Set in eighteenth-century Sarajevo, The Dervish and Death is really about contemporary Yugoslavia,” states Thomas Butler on the novel in question (Butler 1984:
354). I am going to show that the oriental settings above all contain this relation between the text and the political and cultural context. Read from that perspective, the
novels are novels about Bosnia (and Muslims in Titoist Yugoslavia1), the Orient being a
code and chiffre to conceal them and their precarious present.
The dense network spanning the semantic fields of Islam, Ottoman influences and
Bosnian history and population that the oriental settings create is without a doubt the
reason why contemporary readers in Bosnia willingly receive Selimović’s novels as a
‘Bosnian muslim voice’. In the given postwar circumstances, Muslims in Bosnia today
are searching for literature that is concerned ‘with them’ and ‘their Bosniac history’.
The numerous anthologies of Bosnian literature that have emerged since the late 90ies
are a sign of this desire for genuinely and exclusively Bosnian-Muslim art.2 The adversarial opinions concerning (nationalist) discussions such as the “Whose writer is Ivo
Andrić?” debate3 have promoted such needs of affiliation. Nevertheless, reading Meša
Selimović as Muslim writer or his texts as a voice of Bosnian Islam does not work
under close inspection. It is moreover exactly the shifting of meaning (that the ‘oriental’
elements bear) that links the texts to contemporary Bosnia.
Meša Selimović’s novels Tvrđava and Derviš i smrt, located in Ottoman Bosnia and in
Bosnian Muslim settings, only on first sight appear to fit into the long and wide-spread
literary tradition of outlining Bosnia as part of the ‘oriental world’. There are mosques
and muftis, kadis and Quran quotations, dervish tekijas and Islamic feasts. These and
many more details give his novels an oriental air and lead readers back to the times
when Bosnia was ruled by the Ottomans and when important influences on Bosnian
culture took place that can still be found there today. Of course, this literary location has
a mnemonic dimension set against Selimović’s historical standpoint and the socialist
background, in which this part of Bosnian history has tended to be forgotten.4
Selimović’s revitalized Bosnian Ottoman past contributes – and this is certainly inten1 The Muslim and oriental touch of the novels adds to the focus on Bosnian Muslims in Selimović’s
novels. This by no means implies that Bosnia and Bosnians equals Bosnian Muslims.
2 Alija Isaković’s anthology, published posthumously in 2002 with the orientalising title Biserje
(Pearls) even postulates the “continuity” of Bosnian-Muslim literature (emphasised by the term bošnjačke) which according to Isaković exists “[O]d Hasanaginice (i prije), do Selimovićevog Derviša (i
poslije) [...]” Alija Isaković. Biserje. Antologija bošnjačke književnosti. Sarajevo 2002, 5.
3 Leading questions in this discussion have been: Is Andrić in fact Croatian, seeing that he is Catholic? Is he a Serb writing in the ekavica idiom, or is he Bosnian, being born and raised in Bosnia proper?
This controversy arose when Andrić’s novels (which were an integral part of Yugoslav school curriculum) began to be interpreted as anti-Muslim and pro-Serbian, which led to the destruction of the statue to
Andrić in Višegrad in 1992. His statue in front of the printing house Svjetlost in Sarajevo has later also
been decapitated. Several publications since are concerned with the defamation of Andrić’s literary
works.
4 Noel Malcolm writes about socialist efforts to eradicate Islam in Yugoslavia: “The courts of Islamic
sacred law were suppressed in 1946; a law forbidding women to wear the veil was issued in 1950; in the
same year the last of the mektebs, elementary schools where children acquired a basic knowledge of the
Koran, were closed down, and the teaching of children in mosques was made a criminal offence. In 1952
all the tekkes in Bosnia were shut down, and the dervish orders were banned.” (Noel Malcolm. Bosnia. A
Short History. London 1994, 195).
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tional – to the recollection of specific (and, in the years of publication, suppressed) parts
of Bosnia’s syncretism.
However, the Bosnian Orient which Selimović on one hand deliberately builds up in
his novels loses its convincing initial impression upon closer examination. The first
evidence of its deconstruction is the exaggeration involved. Reading the Derviš i smrt
and Tvrđava, one can soon realise that there is a large number of Bosnian and Ottoman
Muslims. But almost no one else – no other religion or ethnic group – and with them
that part of Bosnia’s literary description famously represented by the novels of Ivo
Andrić, and in his lead, most of Bosnian writers or to be more precise writings on Bosnia (Jakiša 2008). Of course, the omission of Bosnia’s multi-religious society is a statement when you write about Bosnia. So what could have appeared a revival of Bosnia’s
past and its Muslim roots in Selimović’s oriental novels makes itself known as intentional estrangement, evident in the twisting of demographic facts, so that this specific
literary Bosnia (the exclusively Muslim one) becomes visible, and readers become
conscious of it. At the same time, the real Bosnia as a point of reference blurs. Selimović creates a specific, different and literary version of the Bosnian population and of
the historical Bosnian environment which has nothing to do with the contemporary
reader’s experience and his knowledge of Bosnia’s past. Yet it simultaneously reminds
one of a fact which relates to a particular historic reality: the denial of the Muslim heritage.
An integral part of this very ‘Bosnian-Muslim literary setting’ in Selimović’s texts is
the Islamic naming of the characters, considering that the novels were written in socialist Yugoslavia, when self-perception was dominated by the all-encompassing Yugoslav
nationality, instead of Bosnian, Serbian, Croatian, etc. In Tvrđava, we get to know
Ibrahims, Ahmets, Smails, Avdagas, Avdija, Huseins and so on. Persian and Arabic
names, as mentioned above, have been and still are very common in Bosnia, yet more or
less exclusively among Muslims. The fact that names function as indicators of religion
does not remain uncommented on in the novels themselves. No one except Tijana,
Ahmet’s wife in Tvrđava, for example, bears a Slavic name. The combination of her
name with Ahmet’s Muslim surname Šabo is explicitly mentioned and discussed.
Tijana Bjelotrepić, kći pokojnog Miće i pokojne Ljubinke, postala je Tijana Šabo. Mula Ibrahim se
nije iznenadio kad sam mu rekao, mada je sigurno mislio da je to prolazna ludost, i da se neću baš
oženiti (hrišćankom, i još siromašnom!), ali ništa nije rekao protiv moje odluke. (Selimović 1988:39)

Different Bosnian cultural particularities are alluded to in this passage of the novel: first,
the socialist practise of miješani brak – the interreligious marriage that was not only
common in Titoist Yugoslavia, but in fact supported by the state. In Bosnia, with its
already very heterogenous population, the rate of mixed marriages even reached 40
percent at times (Balić 2001:178), and socialist Yugoslavia considered it crucial in the
successful overcoming of national separatism, which was prevalent in the years before
1945.5 Second, the Bosnian willingness to marry beyond religious boundaries is part of
Bosnia’s plural heritage and part of its often mentioned (and idealised) religious tolerance since the conversions in Ottoman times. In his account of Bosnian history, British
historian Noel Malcolm emphasises this tolerance within families and the whole of
5 See for further information on mixed marriages and the supra-national policy of Yugoslavia: Pinson,
M. (ed). The Muslims of Bosnia-Herzegovina. Their Historic Development from the Middle Ages to the
Dissolution of Yugoslavia. Cambridge, 1993. and Moe, Chr.. ‘Is Multi-Cultural Man circumcised?’
Bosnian Muslim and European Identity Discourses. In: Konfliktfeld Islam in Europa. Soziale Welt.
Sonderband 17. ed. by Wohlrab-Sahr, M., Levent, T. 261–281.
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Bosnia’s society – a fact he interprets as the result of the non-suppressive religious
policy of the Ottoman Empire that made its way into the attitudes of Bosnians in everyday and private life (Malcolm 1994:54–55, 58).6 And of course, there is a third allusion
to Muslim marriage practices in conformity with Quran: a Muslim is allowed (although
not encouraged) to marry a Christian or Jewish woman (Hughes 1995:143). These kinds
of religious restrictions and concessions are familiar to Bosnians and part of the local
cultural knowledge. All of these practices are alluded to in the novel when Selimović’s
mula accepts Šabo’s choice, even though he does not approve of it. And of course contemporary readers instantly saw this link between Bosnia’s past and present that the
novels created.
We find the same phenomenon of Muslim naming being stressed in Derviš i smrt.
There names also have strong connotations to Orient and Islam. At the same time, those
oriental names are reflected and therefore emphasized in their Bosnian cultural embedding. Alongside many Turkish expressions for different administrative positions which
are explicitly mentioned in Derviš i smrt, the literary character Ahmed Nurudin, the
dervish, reflects and questions his name and its meaning:
Ime mi je Ahmed Nurudin, dali su mi ga i uzeo sam ponuđeno, s ponosom, a sad mislim o njemu, poslije dugog niza godina što su prirasle uza me kao koža, s čuđenjem i ponekad s podsmijehom, jer
s v j e t l o v j e r e to je oholost koju nisam ni osjećao a sad je se pomalo i stidim. Sve je došlo u
pitanje, i sada sam samo Ahmed, ni šejh ni Nurudin. (Selimović 1988:10)

While anticipating the loss of his religious belief in the following confrontation with the
authorities who imprisoned his brother, the Muslim naming of the South Slavic population initiated under Ottoman rule is evoked here. Ahmed’s contemplations of his name,
its meaning and thus his cultural setting reflect the literary Bosnian world created in
drawing attention to the imported character of those Bosnian names which, in the course
of time, no longer appear ‘natural’. This strategy not only recalls the suppressed Muslim
cultural elements in Bosnia, it simultanously and paradoxically estranges the Muslims
from their ‘Muslim’ names (whose Persian and Arabic meaning and origin usually is
unknown to their bearers). In pointing out the meaning of the name Ahmed (which
naturally is quite popular), Selimović reminds his Bosnian readers, many of them Muslims, of much of their Ottoman past as he disrupts the notions of their unbroken participation in it.
The same strategy of estrangement can be found in the explicit mentioning of the
writing process by the narrator in Derviš i smrt who states that he writes “s desna na
lijevo”, evoking the image of a person writing the text in Arabic (that at the same time
on the side of its recipients is lying in front of them in ‘Serbo-Croatian’).
Another estrangement of the Bosnian Orient in the novels can be found in a variety
of stereotypes of ‘the Oriental’ that are not only mentioned in the novels where the
Turks and the Bosnian Muslims are concerned. These attributes and ‘Western’ attitudes
towards the Oriental (which Edward Said has described as Orientalisms7) are furthermore explicitly criticised by characters in the novels. Hasan, the dervish’s friend in
Derviš i smrt, offers good examples of this critique. He cites different pejorative Orientalisms and questions them in confronting them with ‘Occidentalisms’ or simply uncov6 Noel cites this attitude in the widespread saying: “Up till mid-day Ilija, after mid-day Ali” (do podne
Ilija, od podne Alija) that tells of the joint holy days celebrated by Bosnians and of their cross-religious
competences. See also Zifonun, D., Jakiša, M. ‘Religiöser Pluralismus und religiöser Konflikt. Der Fall
Bosnien und Herzegowina’. In: Europäische Religionsgeschichte. Ein mehrfacher Pluralismus. [2. Bde.],
ed. by Kippenberg, H. G.; Rüpke, J., von Stuckrad, K. [UTB] 2009, Bd. 1: 411–438.
7 Edward Said. Orientalism. New York, 1978.
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ers them to be what they are – cultural prejudices. I will return to Hasan’s reception of
Bosnia as between Orientalism and Occidentalism (instead of between Orient and Occident) below.
Another ironic allusion to Bosnian affinity to the Orient can be found in the passing
mention of the Arabic-Bosnian pidgin language or Bosnians’ deficient knowledge and
poor use of Arabic. The Muslim children’s lack of an Islamic education (also a consequence of the mektebs being shut down and the criminalisation of mosque schooling in
Yugoslavia) is alluded to, again ironically, in Tvrđava, when Ahmet Šabo finds his
friend Mahmut Neretljak teaching children: “Poučavao ih je, čemu? Ličilo je na nešto
poznato. Gospode bože, pa to je arapski jezik, iskrivljen, unakažen, nadolmljen turskim,
persijskim i grčkim riječima, začinjen sočnim našim psovkama.” (Selimović 1988:47).
This transparent allusion to the contemporary prohibition of mektebs is intertwined
with the also widespread notion that Bosnian Islam never was ‘genuinly’ Islamic. This
reproach to Bosnian Muslims is partly a consequence of Džemaludin Čaušević’s introduction of a very liberal version of Islam in Bosnia8 as well as of Bosnia’s isolated
status as ‘Muslim enclave’ within Europe which supports notions of its religious ‘incompleteness’. Christian-Muslim religious syncretism ultimately accounts for such
notions. Today, the modifications of Islam which Bosnians have allegedly undertaken
trouble diverse Islamic organisations whose ‘missionaries’ in the post-war Bosnia complain of the stubbornness of the Bosnian Muslim population, which listens to their
teachings, yet continues to cling to its own customs. Selimović ironically alludes to both
– to the unjustified questioning of Bosnian Islam as well as to notions of Islam as
enlightening when practised (correctly). When Ahmet Šabo decides to teach Neretljak’s
pupils Arabic, this prospective knowledge is presented in metaphors of light:9 “Sutradan
sam poučavao djecu pravom arapskom jeziku, tješeći ih da će im se sadašnji mrak
polako početi da pretvara u vidjelo,” (Selimović 1988: 49) Šabo tells us. The metaphoric connection between light and knowledge, between the “light of Islam’ and
enlightened socialism has already been alluded to in Nurudins name as well as in Mahmut Neretljaks teachings that are described as leading children “iz tamnice svoga
neznanja” (Selimović 1988: 47). This allusion, which in literature, by the way, was
initiated by Ivo Andrić, provocatively perverts popular notions of Islam as a religion
which missed out on the Enlightenment and, with it, modernity.10
Selimović’s ‘ironic attitude’ (an expression he himself used in an interview concerning his Islamic allusions) culminates in his quotations of Quran, in which he puts sentences from different Suras together, so that the parts he cites are in fact Quran compilations. It is especially the new ways of reading Selimović as the voice of Bosnian
Muslims that should pay more attention to this ‘unorthodox way’ of dealing with the
text of the Quran. In the mentioned interview Selimović, asked for the presence of Islam
philosophy in his novel Derviš i smrt, states:
Ukoliko i postoji [prisutnost duboke filozofije islama], ona jednim dijelom potječe iz nekoliko citata
Kur-ana, što je čista slučajnost, a možda i iz prirode moga bića, iz onoga što je petstogodišnje prisust8 For Čaušević’s interpretation of Islam see Malcolm, N. Bosnia. A Short History. London, 1994: 167.
9 I have analysed the connection between Islam and the Enlightenment in Bosnian literature at length

in Jakiša, M. Bosnientexte. Ivo Andrić, Meša Selimović, Dževad Karahasan. Frankfurt am Main, 2009.
10 An example of this idea of missed modernity can be found in Dan Diners thesis on printing culture
in Arab regions. Diner, D. Die versiegelte Zeit. Über den Stillstand in der islamischen Welt. Berlin, 2005.
Dana Sajdi very convincingly opposed this thesis in her lecture at the Berlin Brandenburgische Akademie
der Wissenschaften in 2007 “Sacred Language and Cultural Decline. Were Arabs too Backward to Print
Books?”.
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vo jednog pogleda na svijet na ovom prostoru ostavilo traga i u meni. Samo, stvar nije ipak tako jednostavna. Citate iz Kur-ana ne treba shvatiti suviše ozbiljno, ja se prema njima odnosim ironično, kao
prema težnji nesigurnih ljudi, koji nemaju svoga mišljenja, da se oslone na neki autoritet. (Selimović
1975: 304)

It is symptomatic that socialist critique has not realised or at least not commented on the
way the Quran is cited in this novel. Even more than being merely incorrect, and thus
‘blasphemous’, the Quran quotes seem to hide ‘secret messages’ that, like all Islam and
Orient allusions in Selimović’s novels, oscillate between affirmation and subversion.
The first quotation of Quran in Derviš i smrt discloses an information that very strongly
resembles a statement of faith while still deforming Quranic wording. The novel itself
begins with the following sentences:
Bismilahir-rahmanir-rahim!
Pozivam za svjedoka mastionicu i pero i ono što se perom piše;
Pozivam za svjedoka nesigurnu tamu sumraka i noć i sve što ona oživi;
Pozivam za svjedoka mjesec kad najedra i zoru kad zabijeli;
Pozivam za svjedoka sudnji dan, i dušu što sama sebe kori;
Pozivam za svjedoka vrijeme, početak i svršetak svega
– da je svaki čovjek uvijek na gubitku. (Selimović 1986: 9)

While the passage is provided with the footnote “from the Quran”, this note does not
mention that the cited sentences do not appear in the Quran in the order given here. In
the exact wording, the first verse on writing (from Sura 68) is not followed by the lines
Selimović presents, but by a positive plea to defend Muslim beliefs and the encouragement to resist the unbelievers. Against the background of socialist Yugoslavia’s discussions about the status of Yugoslav Moslems (most of them of course Bosnian) the
Quranic verses ‘decoded’, i.e. transferred back into their original contexts, do not allow
to be read as oriental scenario for a historicising novel text but appear as committed
attitude.
Moreover, the encrypted meaning of Quranic quotes is explicitly mentioned in the
diegesis of Derviš i smrt, e.g. in Nurudin’s quest to find out what happened to his imprisoned brother. While talking to Ajni-efendija, the latter uses quotations metaphorically to avoid plain text and with it the truth about state affairs. When Ajni and Nurudin
throw quotations at each other, their communication represents the contemporary handling of the ‘Bosnian question’ in Yugoslavia:
Pokušavao sam da ga navučem na ljudski razgovor, da kaže ma šta o sebi, o meni, o njemu, ali sve je
bilo uzalud, govorio je samo Kur-anom. Avaj, a ipak je govorio i o sebi i o meni i o njemu. Onda sam
i ja zaronio u Kur-an, moj je koliko i njegov, poznajem ga kao i on, i počeo je megdan hiljadu godina
starih riječi, koje su zamijenile naše, sadašnje, i koje su stvorene zbog mog zatvorenog brata. Ličile
smo na dvije obataljene česme što su rasipale ustajalu vodu. Kad sam rekao zašto sam došao,
odgovorio je kur-anskom rečenicom. (Selimović 1986: 139)

This passage, while introducing the Quran as a code, speaks of the inflexibility of those
in power and the rigidity of their ideology that accounts for the regime of Ottoman
rulers as well as of the Titoist times with its empty phrases and socialist cant.
The examples illustrate that Selimović positions his novels inbetween the ‘worlds’ of
the ‘Orient’ and ‘Occident’, past and present, West and Eastern Block in discussing the
existence of such very poles. His novels indirectly tell of the historic encounter and
fusion of ‘worlds’ in Bosnia that are paralleled with international block construction in
the 20th century as well as with the politics of Yugoslav unity and their anti-Muslim
tendencies.
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The novels, while re-constructing the ‘world’ poles, simultaneously integrate disturbing elements into the conflicting arenas that come to the fore of those ‘global’ divisions,
and in doing so distance themselves from them, in most cases ironically. The Orient is
deconstructed and unmasked as orientalist (in Said’s sense) while Bosnia is not ‘Western’ (but set as oriental). Christianity and Islam are explicitly distinguished, but shown
as going together in Bosnia (e.g. in human relationships as Tijana’s and Ahmed’s marriage or Hasan’s and Marija’s love affair). The Eastern Block is ridiculed in alluding to
the regime’s practices as well as to its empty political phrasing, while ‘the West’ is
described in reverse Occidentalisms of calculation, bureaucracy and colonialism. How
can this double distanced East-West positioning be interpreted? What image of Bosnia
and what notion of the functioning of culture emerges from Selimović’s Bosnian novels?
Selimović’s novels open a gap, a third space between Bosnia’s unquestioned Eastparticipation – its oriental and Islamic influences, which doubtlessly exist (and are taken
seriously by Selimović) – and, on the other hand, Western Orientalism. In this reading,
Bosnia is neither part of Europe and ‘the West’ nor of ‘the East’ and ‘Islam civilization’, as Samuel Huntington puts it in his Clash of Civilizations.11
Various strategies of inbetween-positioning create a new Bosnian voice that provides
Bosnian literature with a genuine and own, yet invisible standing point off-stage.
Selimović’s novels comment on the ‘worlds’ – even more so, as patterns of East and
West had more weight and meaning in his times: back then, Yugoslavia was not only
between the ‘capitalist West’ and the ‘socialist East’ geographically, but also politically
more or less neutral and economically a compromise (samoupravljanje) between free
market and state-controlled economy. Then, in a second step, Selimović’s indirect
referrals to Yugoslavia present many hidden critiques concerning the ethnic and religious policy of Tito’s Yugoslavia. Amila Buturović in National Quest and the Anguish
of Salvation writes:
By using the framework of Ottoman decline in Bosnia, Selimovic [sic!] posits history as a possible
metacommentary for Communist Bosnia. By associating these two distant phases in Bosnian Muslim
history, he seems to be alluding to the main point of continuity. (Buturović 1996: 46)

This point of continuity is the threatened status and identity of Bosnian Muslims. For
decades, Muslims were not allowed to declare themselves as such – whereas the multiethnic state offered the options of declaring oneself Serb or Croat within Bosnia. This,
today in the consequence of the wars in former Yugoslavia, on length discussed and of
course peculiar quarrel about religion as nationality, was opposed and commented on by
Selimović’s novels. His texts counterbalance all those who are “undeclared” (neopredjeljeni), that is Muslim, in literary versions of Bosnia that on the contrary are populated
almost exclusively by Muslims.
Yet Selimović’s novels are not ready to place Bosnia on either side of the constructed clash and refuse to be trapped between the two. Selimović’s special Bosnian inbetweenness is a new cultural location that implicitly discusses the Bosnian situation as
‘threshold between the worlds’ without ever accepting it as given truth of a syncretical
culture. His above-mentioned handling of both ‘worlds’, disconnects Bosnia from those
cultural poles that are generally thought of as its defining patterns. At the same time, his
novels very decidedly reject the interpretation of Bosnia as being a hybrid. When Hasan
11 Samuel Huntington there describes Bosnia as Northern outpost of what he terms “Islam civilization”. Huntington, S. P.. The Clash of Civilizations. In: Foreign affairs, Summer 1993, vol. 72, No 3, 22–
28.
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gradually develops a theory of Bosnian in-betweenness in Derviš i smrt, this inbetweenness resembles Homi Bhabha’s description of the postcolonial subjects inbetween-condition and its potential.12 The words and concepts “međa”, “među”, “neodređenost” and “između” are explicitly mentioned and play a crucial role. Hasan describes
the contradictory nature of Bosnia as well as Bosnia’s precarious historical standing
point:
[Mi smo] Najzamršeniji ljudi na svijetu. Ni s kim istorija nije napravila takvu šalu kao s nama. Do
juče smo bili ono što danas želimo da zaboravimo. Ali nismo postali ni nešto drugo. Stali smo na pola
puta, zabezeknuti. Ne možemo više nikud. Otrgnuti smo, a nismo prihvaćeni. Kao rukavac što ga je
bujica odvojila od majke rijeke, i nema više toka i ušća, suviše malen da bude jezero, suviše velik da
ga zemlja upije. S nejasnim osjećanjem stida zbog porijekla, i krivice zbog otpadništva, nećemo da
gledamo unazad, a nemamo kud da gledamo unaprijed, zato zadržavamo vrijeme, u strahu od ma
kakvog rješenja. Preziru nas i braća i došljaci, a mi se branimo ponosom i mržnjom. Htijeli smo da se
sačuvamo, a tako smo se izgubili, da više ne znamo ni šta smo. Nesreća je što smo zavoljeli ovu svoju
mrtvaju i nećemo iz nje. A sve se plaća, pa i ova ljubav. Zar smo mi slučajno ovako pretjerano mekani
i pretjerano surovi, raznježeni i tvrdi, veseli i tužni, spremni uvijek da iznenadimo svakoga, pa i sebe?
Zar se slučajno zaklanjamo za ljubav, jedinu izvjesnost u ovoj neodređenosti? (Selimović 1986: 380)

This ambiguity and indeterminability culminate in an in-between description of Bosnians that not only names the poles but stresses the shifting movements between them:
– Pametni su ovo ljudi – rekao mi je jednom, s onom čudnom mješavinom podrugljivosti, i ozbiljnosti, koja me često zbunjivala. – Primaju nerad od Istoka, ugodan život od Zapada; nikud ne žure,
jer sam život žuri; ne zanima ih da vide šta je iza sutrašnjeg dana, doći će što je određeno, a od njih
malo šta zavisi; zajedno su samo u nevoljama, zato i ne vole da često budu zajedno; malo kome vjeruju, a najlakše ih je prevariti ljepom riječi; ne liče na junake, a najteže ih je uplašiti prijetnjom; dugo
se ne osvrću ninašto, svejedno im je šta se oko njih dešava, a onda, odjednom, sve počne da ih se tiče,
sve isprevrću i okrenu na glavu, pa opet postanu spavači, i ne vole da se sjećaju ničeg što se desilo;
boje se promjena jer su im često donosile zlo, a lako im dosadi jedan čovjek, makar im činio i dobro.
Čudan svijet, ogovara te a voli, ljubi te u obraz a mrzi te, ismijava plemenita djela a pamti ih kroz
mnoge pasove, živi inadom i sevapom i ne znaš šta nadjača i kada. Zli, dobri, blagi, surovi, nepokretni, olujni, otvoreni, skriveni, sve su to oni, i sve između toga. A povrh svega, moji su i ja sam njihov, kao rijeka i kaplja, i sve ovo što govorim, kao da o sebi govorim. (Selimović 1986: 313–314, my
emphasis)

Then finally in Istanbul Hasan not only points out Bosnia’s repudiation by both sides
but most of all insinuates that Bosnia has arranged itself in its ‘inbetweenness’ when
rejecting the notion of its backwardness:
– O čemu to govorite? – pitao je začuđeno. – Ni sahat hoda odavdje postoji zaostali vilajet kakav je
teško i zamisliti. Tu, pored vas, nedaleko od ovog vizantijskog sjaja i bogatstva koje se sakuplja iz cijelog carstva, žive vaša vlastita braća, kao prosjaci. A mi nismo ničiji, uvijek smo na nekoj međi, uvijek nečiji miraz. Zar je onda čudo što smo siromašni? Stoljećima mi se tražimo i prepoznajemo, uskoro nećemo znati ni ko smo, zaboravljamo već da nešto i hoćemo, drugi nam čine čast da idemo pod
njihovom zastavom jer svoje nemamo, mame nas kad smo potrebni a odbacuju kad odslužimo, najtužniji vilajet na svijetu, najnesrećniji ljudi na svijetu, gubimo svoje lice a tuđe ne možemo da
primimo, otkinuti a neprihvaćeni, strani svakome, i onima čiji smo rod, i onima koji nas u rod ne primaju. Živimo na razmeđu svijetova, na granici naroda, svakome na udaru, uvijek krivi nekome. Na
nama se lome talasi istorije, kao na grebenu. Sila nam je dosadila, i od nevolje smo stvorili vrlinu:
postali smo plemeniti iz prkosa. Vi ste bezobzirni iz bijesa. Ko je onda zaostao? (Selimović 1986:
307–308, my emphasis)

12 Bhabha’s concepts of ‘third space’ and ‘in-between’ are elaborated on in The Location of Culture,
London, 1994. See especially Interrogating Identity: Frantz Fanon and the postcolonial prerogative for
the understanding of Selimović’s textual strategies.
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While a cultural in-between is evidently stressed – this passage being in very clear
intertextual relations to Ivo Andrić’s literary character Kolonja and his “in-between
speech” in Travnička hronika – the phrase “stoljećima mi se tražimo i prepoznajemo”
emphasises the historical awareness of Bosnians. In Hasan’s eyes, Bosnia is permanently searching for its identity and finds this longed-for self not independent of the
colonising powers it is surrounded by. Post-colonial critique has identified these forms
of ‘here and there’ as only possible standpoints for colonial subjects. The in-between
position creates protecting invisibility from where it finally becomes possible to speak
(and exist) at all. While Hasan in Derviš i smrt is the one to phrase the in-between,
Nurudin’s double-directedness, his intrinsic twofoldness, is conceptualised in his invisibility. The potential of his split identity is that he is not who he appears to be and that he
is not located there where his voice seems to come from. Nurudin is intangible there as
he points out when talking to Hasan’s sister:
Iznenada sam se našao u položaju da je posmatram skriven, ne remeteći ništa u odnosu, ostajući pred
njom derviš koji uvažava njenu volju i njeno gospodstvo. Malo nadmoćan u sebi zato što znam šta
misli, i što je slobodno gledam, a ona mene ne vidi. Ne vidi, i ništa ne zna o meni. To je prednost koju
bi čovjek uvijek mogao da želi, a rijetko je ostvaruje. To je ona stara njegova želja da bude nevidljiv.
(Selimović 1986: 23)

Selimović’s ‘culture work’ on Bosnia resembles the dervish’s strategy of speaking from
invisible locations. In Derviš i smrt and Tvrđava a narrator voice is heard that temporarily accepts the allocated role of the stranger within and of the Oriental in Europe. Selimović’s narrators are Arabic-speaking, well-versed in Islam and situated in the Ottoman
Empire. The difficulty of localising these narrators, and their, in Genette’s words, voices
also arises from their ambiguous and abrogating-appropriating relation to stereotypical
behavioural patterns of an ‘occidental West’, even though the line of opposing eurocentric readings of ‘the Balkans’ raster-scanned through Orientalism is definitely dominant.
While the novels present main characters that as extradiegetic-homodiegetic narrators
live their own story (they ‘play the role’ of the Bosnian in the stories) the voice that can
be heard is not the one of the literary characters. Ahmed Nurudin, Ahmet Šabo and also
the narrator of Tišine are reflections of their perception as Bosnians by others: by that
‘West’ that sees the Orient in Bosnia and thus the ‘East’ which conceptualises Bosnia as
the threshold to the West. In permanently quoting the imputations of both sides, the
attributes qualify each other and the identity of Bosnians addressed with them blurs.
Those who were misattributed are no longer what they had seemed to be. Enunciation
and expunction appear in the novels as operations of identity-writing which conquer the
speaker’s position. The invisibility of this position supplies the speaker, whose identity
is being threatened, with an advantage and his existence (beyond the location he is
assumed to occupy) is only possible here. Next to the literary characters that are positioned at those locations where Bosnians are supposed and expected to be, someone else
is speaking from the text. And this other, the ‘real Bosnian’ can be heard as an invisible
double, as not exactly pinpointable voice from off-stage.
This off-stage position, the novels state, is genuinely Bosnian and a new space beyond East and West determinations.
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